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iAUTOHAUS is a family owned automobile store committed to offering high quality and top of the range second
owner European vehicles along with providing the buyer with the best possible buying experience. At iAUTOHAUS,
we believe in prioritizing our customers by keeping the whole process simple and straight forward.

Our core objective is to make our clients happy by giving them exactly what they want  and what better way to
do this than to ensure that our automobiles speak quality and class! Our indoor facility is an impressive 25,000
square feet containing an impressive collection of beautiful European cars handpicked by guys with an eye for
quality. We will also offer you competitive financing as well as provide shipping to any part of the world

Finance Your Car Repair

If you are looking for the best automotive quality, then Bosch Car Service Certification is what you want to see. It is
one of the world’s largest independent car service chains, claiming over 16,500 workshops located in slightly more
than 150 countries and over 1,600 shops nationwide. At iAUTOHAUS car repair, our aim is to offer the best
replacement parts from Bosch, which is the largest parts manufacturer in the world. It is also important to note that
all our parts must undergo a rigorous

At our auto repair shop in Arizona, we offer you credit cards for use at our shop and all of Bosch’s national and
international outlets. With these credit cards, our customers can simply pay their bills online by logging into the
official website at https://www.cfna.com/web/personalservices/boschservice then visiting the Pay Bills Section to
make the payments. Some other locations that accept these cards include:
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Firestone Complete Auto Care

Tires Plus

Bridgestone Affiliated Retailer

Plaza Tire Service

AutoPass for Tire & Service Centers

Hibdon Tires Plus

Bridgestone Firestone

Wheel Works

Gateway Tire & Service Centers

Grismer Tire & Auto Service

All these are available for our customers, all you need to do is register your card and you are ready to go.

Why Finance with Us

The best things about having a Bosch credit card are: great discounts on services only available to card holders,
access to generous credit limits, quick credit decisions (usually in about sixty seconds), and competitive interest
rates. You will also have the option of convenient payment options and will be eligible for promotional offers and
targeted coupons you care about. As a credit card customer, you will enjoy online account management as well as
financial confidentiality since you can fill out your application and make payments over a secure connection from the
comfort of your own home.

Your Destination for European Car Repair in AZ

iAUTOHAUS has been in the industry for years now and we serve clients locally and around the world; the company
is a multicultural environment with staff from across the globe. We’re BBB Accredited, DealerRater Certified and
have received numerous recognitions, including our recent recognition as one of Arizona’s “Top Ten Car
Dealers in Specialized Autos.”

So, if you are looking for the car of your dreams at an affordable price, then you’ve found it here with us. We will give
you what you want at the best possible quality.

Please talk to us soon for a great automobile deal.
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